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Spray Paint Vandal Strikes New Art Building Juniors No Longer Fronting Grad Speaker Search

Vandalism to new art history building may cost three to four thousand to repair.

Zoey Erdenebileg
Staff Writer
During the night of
Saturday, September 18th,
an unknown perpetrator
crossed the fence surrounding the construction area of
the new art history building and spray painted parts
of the wall closest to Olin
Library.
A library employee reported the vandalism the
next day at 12:54 p.m. and
Officer Michael Reardon
answered the call. A red
spray-painted smiley face
coupled with a heart and an
indiscernible phrase covers a total of eleven sandstones. The word “Party”
is also written on the unfinished floor; whether this
is a command or a noun is
not clear.
Tom Lepley, the Director of Facilities Planning,
hopes first to try to clean
the paint off. However, the
makeup of the stones themselves present problems.
“It’s a Briar Hill sandstone,
and it’s very very porous.
So it may be impossible to
clean, but we’re going to
try some chemicals
on it because [it]
doesn’t cost a

lot to do that.” The other
option is to completely replace the 11 stones at an
estimated cost of between
three and four thousand
dollars.
Bob Hooper, Director
of Campus Safety, says that
there is no way to tell who
committed the incident.
The construction site lacks
security cameras and “with
the weekend, it could have
been students, friends of
students...there’s no way to
tell.”
This is not the first
case of vandalism this
school year. On Sept. 25,
Leonard Dormitory had
its sinks clogged and the
faucet turned on, leading
to extensive flooding on
one of the floors. “I’m not
sure how anyone can think
that’s a good idea,” Hooper
said.
Even before the Leonard flooding, there was a
case of mysterious spray
painting committed inside
an Aclands laundry room.
The wall and washer dryers were covered with spray
paint. Hooper said “nothing was legible, nothing
[was] derogatory.”
Although it may be impossible to prove, “I don’t
know whether they are
connected, but the
photos that I saw of

August Steigmeyer

the other site, just looked
similar to me,” Nugent said.
Besides the similar artwork,
the writing left behind also
seem to be comparative. “I
can’t make out – it’s like
letters that don’t mean
anything. … The other one
[spray painting in Aclands]
was like that, too,” Nugent
said. “It looks to me that
we have someone who’s doing this but I don’t think
we have any lead at all,”
Nugent said. When asked
whether the two incidents
might be connected, Hooper said Campus Safety is investigating the matter.
Hooper said the rate
of vandalism this year has
been higher than in previous years, although there
is no explanation for the
increase.
In response to the art
gallery vandalism, Lepley
said: “It’s odd that they’d
do that. But it’s better if
it has to happen, [though]
nobody wants it to happen,
it’s better that it happened
now because we can fix
it...we’re still laying in the
block, so the mortar hasn’t
had a chance to weather. So
we can cut this block out,
put in a new block in and
it’ll be virtually unnoticeable.”
Repair work is projected to begin next week.

August Steigmeyer
News Editor
After six years of failing to choose a viable candidate to speak at graduations, the Junior Class
Committee ( JCC) is losing its authority to initially
propose speakers, with the
power now shifting to an
administrative council.
President S. Georgia
Nugent has worked with
the JCC for the past seven
years and said they have
failed to choose a practical
candidate for six of those
years.
“We’ve had problems
in working with the committees,” said College
Historian and Keeper of
Kenyoniana Tom Stamp,
who has advised the committee during Nugent’s
presidency. “Part of it has
to do with the fact that so
many juniors go abroad.
We needed to get the list by
first semester; sometimes
we didn’t [get it]. Then
we’d have to start all over
again with a new [ JCC]
second semester.”
“It’s evident that the
process hasn’t been work-

ing,” Christian MartinezCanchola, junior class
president, said. “But this
goes beyond the JCC itself.
Along with nominations
from the College, we take
nominations from the entire Junior Class every year.
From one year to the next,
the pool of nominations
can fluctuate drastically.”
Now, Nugent said she
wants to create a committee
that has student representation but is run by faculty
and administrators because
these staff members will
“have different contacts,
different experiences.”
According to Stamp,
one of the main problems
in the past has been finding speakers who are not
involved with the Speaker’s
Bureau, all of whose members require a large fee.
“Kenyon does not pay
commencement speakers,
and often the speaker the
committee identifies … has
a speaking fee of $40,000
or $50,000,” Nugent said.
Colin Powell was one suggestion, but he declined
because he was with the
Bureau.

One year, the committee had connections
to Robin Williams, but
he only would have come
if Kenyon had chartered
a plane for him, which
would have cost the College upwards of $75,000.
The College has asked Sandra Day O’Connor, but she
has declined twice.
Another
problematic factor has been the
timeline for arranging a
speaker. Often, candidates
will say they are willing
to speak, but by the time
the committee asks them,
the speakers schedule are
booked. This was the case
with anthropologist Jane
Goodall.
When the JCC failed
in past years, Nugent has
either had to find a speaker
herself or organize a list
of people who previously
have said they would speak
and allow the committee
to choose from that group.
The one year the JCC succeeded, they “hit it out of
the ballpark” with David
Foster Wallace, according
to Nugent.

Fiesta Crash

see Speaker, page 2

Kenyon students from Circle K were eating lunch at Fiesta Mexicana in Mount Vernon
on Saturday when a driver crashed into the building, knocking down a portion of the
front wall (see board below window on right of front door). See page 2 for full story.
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Notable Past
Commencement
Speakers
2007: David Gregory —
NBC News White House
correspondent
2006: John Kerry — U.S.
Senator (MA)
2005: David Foster
Wallace — author
2000: Robert Pinsky
— U.S. Poet Laureate
1995: Kathleen
O’Malley ’79 — U.S.
District Judge
1991: James Borgman
’76 — cartoonist
1990: Bill Watterson
’80 — cartoonist
1987: Richard
Dreyfuss — actor
1985: E.L. Doctorow ’52
— writer
1982: Alan Alda ’82
— actor, director,
producer, writer
1975: Lloyd TyrellKenyon — Lord
Kenyon, Fifth Baron
of Gredington
1950: Thomas
Matthews — editor of
Time magazine

NEWS

Speaker: Administration Now Leading Speeding Car Hits Fiesta,
Students Unharmed
From page 1

When John Kerry
spoke, the JCC had nothing to do with it. “Kerry approached [Kenyon] and we
said, ‘Great, would you like
to come for Commencement?’” Nugent said.
“It just got to the
point where it was not really worth the time that
was put into it with the
little return we got from
it,” Stamp said. “That was
when we decided to try a
different approach.”
“If you ask past JCC
members, and I’ve spoken
to several, you’ll find that
the JCC has not been very
pleased with the existing
selection process because
it’s been pretty stressful,”
Martinez-Canchola said.
“Compared to other things
the class committee has addressed throughout their
time at Kenyon, this is
probably the most daunting and important task.”
“We haven’t completely defined what the [new]
committee would look
like,” Nugent said. She said
the new group might include either half the members of the JCC or maybe
just its officers.
“We’ve been meeting
with President Nugent to
talk about how we can improve the process for everyone … so that students and
administration can work
together — not against one

another,” Martinez-Canchola said.
A committee similar
to the proposed new one
existed many years ago, according to Stamp. During
the administration of President Philip Jordon, the
junior class was given more
of a voice and was sometimes allowed to put forth
ideas to the committee.
But, overall, there wasn’t
much student involvement.
Under President Robert
Oden, there was no involvement.
President Oden only
wanted graduation speakers to be Kenyon graduates
or people closely associated with the College, so
he chose each speaker on
his own. When Nugent
took over, she gave more of
a voice to the junior class
by giving them the primary
responsibility of finding an
initial list of candidates.
They would not, however,
be allowed to make the final decision.
“That was always made
clear to the committee that
what they were doing was
presenting a list of suggestions. Then the president’s
office would take it,” Stamp
said.
Although the junior
class is losing some power
in this transition, it is gaining other responsibilities.
This new committee will
name not only the commencement speaker but

Kenyon Academic Evaluation Completed
Grant Jossi
Staff Writer
The Higher Learning Commission has completed its evaluation of
Kenyon College through
the reaccreditation process
and has delieverd an initial
report to Senior Staff with
a full report to appear in
six months.
This year, President
S. Georgia Nugent has expressed optimism about
the results of the reaccreditation process, stating
that she is not expecting
any areas of the College
to be criticized but “that’s
one reason that you bring
outside people in, to see
what they think.” One
area which the chair of the
team is especially satisfied
with is the board of trustees, which according to
President Nugent gave the
team the impression that
they are “committed... and
they also recognize the appropriate role for trustees
which is not micro-managing.”
However, there are
still likely to be areas in
which the College needs
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improvement. Says President Nugent: “There are
a couple of things where
they’re saying , ‘Oh that’s
surprising to us’ or ‘Oh,
we noticed this seems different than what we might
have expected.’ There may
be things where the team
is going to say, ‘I think we
should address this’.”
Reaccreditation is a
process in which the college in question is evaluated by an external organization using standards
set by the college itself.
The organization in charge
of this evaluation is the
Higher Learning Commission, which has fulfilled
this duty for Kenyon since
1938. This certification ensures that Kenyon College
remains eligible for federal
funding. The team sent by
the Higher Learning Commission will review Kenyon
based on mission, goals,
curriculum, resources, faculty, student body and facilities. If any of these areas are unsatisfactory, the
reaccreditation report will
mention this deficiency,
and this in turn will often

lead to some changes within the school.
One well known byproduct of this process is
the KAC, which was constructed after the evaluation team perceived a need
for a new, more advanced
athletic building. Storer
Hall was similarly created
after the team determined
more practice space was
needed for musicians. The
process itself involves a
series of meetings by the
reaccreditation team to determine what, if anything ,
the college could improve
upon. said Nugent: “It’s
a very intense process. If
you’re a team member,
you’re basically meeting
with someone every hour.”
While the reaccreditation itself has been completed as of Sept. 29, the
Higher Learning Commission’s report will not
be received by the College
for up to six months. Until that time, the College
is not able to discuss the
results publicly. The student body will have to wait
to learn the results of this
process.

also the honorary degree
recipients. Currently, students do not participate in
that process.
“Granting an honorary degree is an important
tradition for the College,”
Martinez-Canchola said.
“I think it is important for us to honor and
celebrate those who have
come before us and helped
to make Kenyon the place
it is today,” Martinze-Canchola said. “Any opportunity to give input in this selection is also an important
responsibility that I do not
take lightly.”
Nugent will be meeting with the current JCC
next Tuesday and will have
a meeting with Professor of
History Jeff Bowman, faculty chair, to discuss how
the College should proceed
with this process.
“We hope that by doing it this way we can come
up with a more practical
list,” Stamp said.
“I think it’s safe to say
that all Kenyon students
are in favor of a process
that will result in giving
our class the best graduation speaker,” MartinezCanchola said. “The class
can rest assured that we will
take the graduation speaker
selection very seriously.”
The senior class will
announce the 2011 speaker
at an event this semester.
“They want it to be a surprise,” Stamp said.

August Steigmeyer
News Editor
Members of Circle K were
having lunch at Fiesta Mexicana
on Saturday, Sept. 25 following a community service project
in Mount Vernon when a car
smashed in the building, pinning
a man between the car and a wall
before causing a portion of the
front wall to collapse.
“It didn’t seem like [the
man] had fatal injuries, but he was
definitely hospital-bound,” said
Ayako Tokuyama ’11, a leader of
Circle K.
The crash occurred around
3:00 p.m. as the group was paying
for their meal. A woman walked
through the front entrance of
Fiesta and “suddenly, as the lady
came in, there was a huge crash
and rubble just flew in through
one of the doors,” Tokuyama said.
The rest of the Circle K
members were nowhere near the
door when it happened, with half
the group waiting in the parking lot, according to Tokuyama.
Haley Adcox ’11 called 911 right
away.
“I remember hearing a
blood-curdling screem,” Adcox
said. “Someone screamed, ‘call
911,’ and I whipped out my
phone. It didn’t quite register at
first what was happening.”
Adcox said the man who
was hit was walking down the
sidewalk when the car swerved
into him. He was conscious the
entire time and had no noticeably serious injuries, mostly cuts
and lacerations on his legs. Adcox

helped locate the injured man’s
phone and she and other Circle
K members stayed with him until
an ambulance arrived.
The driver of the car did
not seem badly injured, she “just
seemed kind of ill,” according to
Adcox who said she was more
concerned about the wounded
pedestrian,.
The driver was a woman in
her late 30s or early 40s, according
to Tokuyama. Adcox said she was
tailgating a large truck and going
too fast. When the truck stopped
suddenly, the car swerved to the
right, hit the curb and crashed.
“It was pretty traumatic,”
Tokuyama said.
Fewer than 20 customers
were in the restaurant at the time,
along with a few workers. The
Circle K members were ten to
twenty feet from where the car
hit.
“I don’t think [the damage] will interfere with operation
… but literally the right wall next
to the door was completely collapsed,” Tokuyama said. The restaurant remained open for dinner
and repair work began that night.
Fiesta Mexicana managers
could not be reached for comment.
When the ambulance arrived, paramedics placed the injured man on a stretcher, according to Tokuyama. “At least his
arms were moving,” he said. “He
was really dirty from all the dust.”
“I wish I could check up
on him, but I don’t know how to
contact him,” Adcox said.

VILLAGE RECORD

Sept. 22 — Sept. 27
Sept. 22, 3:26 p.m. — Theft of student property.
Sept. 23, 12:55 a.m. — Student in possession of drugs/paraphernalia near Wiggin Street Elementary School. Safety officer issued citation.
Sept. 23, 9:23 p.m. — Suspicious person near Horn Gallery.
Sept. 25, 7:17 a.m. — Vandalism in Leonard Residence Hall basement, first
floor restroom and hallway areas.
Sept. 25, 11:20 a.m. — Medical: ill employee in Peirce Hall. Squad contacted
and employee transported to Knox County Hospital.
Sept. 25, 11:45 a.m. — Medical: injured student on rugby field. Injury assessed
by officers. Student transported to Knox County Hospital by friend.
Sept. 25, 11:19 p.m. — Medical: intoxicated student in Leonard Residence Hall.
Squad contacted and transported student to Knox County Hospital.
Sept. 26, 1:35 a.m. — Medical: intoxicated student in Mather Residence Hall.
Sept. 26, 2:59 p.m. — Medical: injured student in	Peirce Hall. Squad contacted
and student transported to Knox County Hospital.
Sept. 26, 4:11 p.m. — Theft of student property. Report filed with Safety Office.
Sept. 27, 10:42 a.m. — Medical: injured employee in Maintenance building.
Employee transported to Health Services.

The Collegian is currently in need of a business
manager. If you are interested in this position.
please email kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.
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Student Panel Works to Dispel Misconceptions of Bisexuality
Marika Garland
Features Editor
“Bisexuals just need to pick
a side; bisexual people can’t be
monogamous; bisexuals are just
looking for attention.” Posters
with these kinds of stereotypes
inspired students of a variety of
sexual orientations to celebrate
Bisexuality Day by attending
the Unity House’s and Allied
Sexual Orientations’ (AlSO) cosponsored Bisexuality Forum on
Thursday, Sept. 23.
Kayleigh Truman ’11,
Brendan Dieffenbach ’10 and
Linda Mullin ’12 led the discussion. They began by sharing how
they came out as bisexual. “I initially came out to my parents as
bisexual, but very soon switched
over to identifying as gay,” Dieffenbach said. “I didn’t think that
people would take me seriously.”
He said he was worried that
“people would say, ‘You’re just
affecting your queerness because
it makes you edgy, or you’re affecting straightness because you
want to pass.’” As a result, he
said, he did not fully come out
as bisexual until his sophomore
year at Kenyon.
Truman said she came out
as bisexual twice: once in high
school and again at Kenyon. After the first time, “I kept saying,
‘No, I’m not bi. I’m not bi; I’m
gay,’” she said. She identified herself as gay for a year before coming out as bisexual for the second
time.
For Mullin, the hardest part
of coming out as bisexual was
telling her high school friends.
“There weren’t any out queer
people in my high school,” she

said. “Coming out as bi at Kenyon was different because I feel
like there’s not as much of a compulsory heterosexuality here.”
Dieffenbach said he prefers
the term “pansexual” to “bisexual.” “It’s like being bisexual but acknowledging openness to people
outside the gender binary, like
transfolk.”
“I don’t like the term ‘bisexual,’” Truman said. “It makes
it seem like guys and girls are
your only choices.” She said she
prefers “pansexual” as well, but
rarely uses the term because
many people are unfamiliar with
it. “I just say that I like guys and
girls,” she said.
One student asked the
panel members how they respond when asked if they prefer
men or women. “It bugs me,”
Truman said. “It’s completely
based on people you meet for
me. It has nothing to do with
whether I swing one way more
than the other.”
Dieffenbach, on the other
hand, said he tends to “have
more of a connection with
women.” Mullin said she does
not prefer one gender but goes
through phases between men
and women.
The members of the panel
also said that gender often plays a
role in stereotypes about bisexuals. While both male and female
bisexuals face the stereotypical
view that bisexuality is merely a
phase, “female bisexuals are seen
as being ultimately straight, but
bisexual guys are seen as the reverse of that: gays who want to
pass as straight sometimes,” Dieffenbach said.

“People don’t understand
what it means to be bisexual,”
Mullin said. “People assume that
to be attracted to both genders
means that you’re attracted to everyone.” However, just as heterosexuals are not attracted to every
member of the opposite gender,
bisexuals are not attracted to all
people they see. Mullin said: “If [a
male] were to [ask me about this
idea] I think I would respond by
saying, ‘Are you straight? Would
you have sex with any woman in
your path?’”
Mullin said that even
people with whom she has had
relationships have not fully understood her bisexuality. When
she tells boyfriends about her
sexual orientation, she said they
respond in one of three ways:
“They want a threesome, [they]
say, ‘Tell me about it,’ or [they
say,] ‘I don’t want to hear about
it ever again.’”
Both Truman and Dieffenbach said they often feel
that their sexuality places them

outside of the gay community.
Before Truman came out as
bisexual at Kenyon, “several of
[her] gay friends had mentioned
in passing that they would never
date a bi girl,” she said. “I just shut
down. I wanted to belong.” The
Unity House helped her to eventually gain this sense of belonging, she said. “Just knowing there
was a place like that helped.”
The panel also addressed
the misconception that bisexuals
are more likely to be unfaithful in
relationships. “I’ve been rejected
by straight women and gay men
because I’m seen as not being really trustworthy,” Dieffenbach
said. “It’s not that I’m constantly
craving to have sex with a guy or
a girl.”
“If I’m looking at a relationship, and I’ve established it as
monogamous, I wouldn’t necessarily have that need to be with
someone else,” Truman said.
Mullin said she has seen
boyfriends react to the idea of
her not being exclusive in a rela-

Students

Angie Bryan-Brown ’14

Justin Taft ’13

Sarah Heidt
Professor of English

From left: Kayleigh Truman ’11; Brendan Dieffenbach ’10; Linda Mullin ’12.

Marika Garland

tionship in different ways. Some
men have been open to her being
with another man but not with
a woman, while others have had
the opposite view.
One of the reasons people
often misunderstand bisexuality
is because homosexuals sometimes use bisexuality as a transition between being straight
and gay. “When gay people first
come out as bisexual, I think that
it’s because they’re in a straight
community,” Mullin said.
Students at the forum discussed the idea of “compulsory
heterosexuality” as a force in society that can often deter homosexuals from coming out as gay. If
they come out as bisexual, people
will see them as still partially following the norm because there is
a possibility that they will marry
people of the opposite gender
and maintain the idea of a traditional family.
On the other hand, bisexuals also sometimes come out as
gay before ultimately announc-

Thomas Garvey
Professor of Classics

ing their bisexuality. “A bisexual
person who comes out as gay
first probably [does so] because
they want to be seen as part of a
community,” Dieffenbach said.
“There’s a straight community;
there’s a gay community; there
really isn’t a bisexual community.”
All of the members of the
panel said that they do not resent
people who use bisexuality as a
transition between heterosexuality and homosexuality. “I used to
… feel that it sort of contributed
to the fact that people don’t take
bisexuality seriously, but then
when I thought about it more
I said, ‘If that’s someone’s way
of feeling around … then that
doesn’t bother me,’” Dieffenbach
said. “If that’s what they need to
do, that’s terrific.”
Dieffenbach said he does,
however, believe that “fashionable bisexuality” does devalue
and discredit bisexuality. He described “fashionable bisexuality”
as “trying to be edgy but still acceptably straight.”
There is a difference between being bi-curious and bisexual, Truman said. For bisexuals, attraction to both genders is
a feeling — not just connections
to specific people, she said. Individuals are still important,
though. “For me, [attraction] is
completely about the personality,” she said.
The panel members said it
is difficult for them to imagine
how someone could discriminate sexually based on gender.
“From my perspective, it seems
almost illogical, “ Dieffenbach
said.

Fac/Staff
Totals so far:
Students: 19
Faculty: 15

Gambier
Grillin’

Vs

What is the full name of
the bank HSBC?

How Special Bank
Company

I don’t know.

Hopelessly Super
Banking Corporation

Heinrich Schliemann
Banking Corporation

Hong Kong Shanghai
Banking Corporation

Who directed the movie
Wall Street?

Owen Wilson

Oliver Stone

Oliver Stone

Scorsese

Oliver Stone

When was The Kenyon
Review founded?

1939

Early 1900’s

1941

1950

1939

Who won the men’s final
of this year’s U.S. Open
tennis tournament?

Roger Federer

Rafael Nadal

Rafael Nadal

John McEnroe

Rafael Nadal

What American city was
the site of the first Wendy’s
restaurant?

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Total Correct

Two

Three

Three

One

By David McCabe
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When I Was Your Age: Before Peirce
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Opinions

wesley keyser
Photography Editor
Though Peirce may be
another wonderful piece of
Graham Gund’s architectural
excellence, when I was your
age, Kenyon’s dining situation
was oh-so-much better. Now,
many of you may be saying to
yourselves, “How could a smelly
gymnasium, a library atrium and
a Cold War nuclear fallout bunker be better than our brand new
servery?” I will start with the discussion of the long-gone, almost
forgotten tradition that made
having five tests on Tuesday
bearable: Tortellini-and-Taco
Tuesday.
Even walking down that
godforsaken hill to a smelly
gymnasium was worth it when
you walked in and saw the pasta

station overflowing with those
gorgeous, plump tortellini. I
have almost forgotten that ecstasy when I got mushrooms
and onions sautéed with all the
tortellini while at the same time,
a half-pesto half-alfredo sauce
was drizzled all over my freshlycooked pasta. And let us not
forget about the tacos! My tray
(remember, it’s Tuesday now)
was piled to the top with hard
tacos, ground beef, beans, nacho
cheese, sour cream, guacamole,
tomatoes, onions … need I go
on? This day was arguably the
best day of the week, because not
only did I leave full and happy,
but I also left with the knowledge
that in a very short seven days, I
would find happiness again.
Whatever qualms you had
about eating on an old smelly
basketball court could be solved
by a quick trip over to our fallout shelter, Gund. What is now
the Career Development Office
and a weird collection of vending machines used to offer a sort
of throwback to the ’70s. In this
throwback, there were burgers
every single day, meatball subs

every other week and a line that
lasted, at its peak, no more than
five minutes. Five minutes, mind
you, is now the time it takes to
move five feet in any direction in
Peirce. Also, this cafeteria offered
a center for everyone on North
Campus. I know you freshmen
don’t yet understand, but when
it was negative 30 degrees outside, and Middle Path was frozen
over, Gund offered solace — not
only from an attack by the Russians, but also from the brutal assault of Mother Nature’s bastard
offspring: Ohio.
One of the other traditions
Kenyon students have lost is
Grab-N-Go. I honestly believe
that Philander Chase would be
appalled by the current state of
dining. In ye olden days, while
running from Bexley Art Building to Sam Mather, Paul Newman and Rutherford B. Hayes
used to stop in the library atrium
or Gund to pick up a nice PB&J,
a bag of chips and a cookie, or an
apple if they were on a diet. These
Grab-N-Go stations were offered on both North and South
Campus to facilitate the busy

schedules of Kenyon students.
Therefore, no matter where you
found yourself, no matter how
busy you were, lunch was never
more than a few steps away.
Now we are faced with vending
machine sandwiches and weird
robotic-arm drink machines
… please, just give me back my
Grab-n-Go!
Now another thing that
has appalled me in recent years is
the stolen everything. Please, Kenyon students, I implore you to
stop stealing cups, plates, bowls,
mugs, etc. When I was your age,
we stole things like signs, benches
and $50,000 worth of textbooks
(too soon?) — not things essential to survival, like cups. If we
keep stealing these things, then
soon we will be eating like the
cavemen, poking squirrel meat
with sticks we find on Ransom
Lawn and eating roadkill raw.
When I was your age,
oh, how much better the dining situation was. Never in my
life would I ever have thought I
would miss Ernst, Gund or the
library atrium but, when you’re
my age, you just might.

is commendable. Having integrity is important — it’s walking
the talk. It’s practicing what you
preach. It’s living your values.
Integrity can be a tricky
thing. We have a beautiful campus, but some residence halls tell
a different story on the inside.
Some students tell faculty to
butt out of the social scene, even
as many hope to be invited to
their homes. And yes, a Greek
organization threw its “Golf
Pros and Tennis Hos” party days
after proclaiming commitment
to a respectful environment
— not exactly a demonstration
of walking the talk. Still, the
Greek community’s response, a
renewed commitment to integrity and to rejecting continued
gender inequality, is a credit to
their progressiveness.
Their commitment is admirable, because sometimes
integrity is not easy. The larger
a group is, the harder it gets to
really be on the same page, and
to genuinely commit to certain
things. “Community” is thrown

around a lot, but there is obvious disagreement about what
that means: should professors
feel free to speak to the social
environment, or stick to their
classroom subjects? Where’s the
balance point between safety
and freedom?
Whose responsibility is it to
say “no” or “you’ve had enough,”
and how do we look out for each
other on Friday nights? Integrity
about our community — really
being dedicated to it, instead of
rolling our eyes at the term’s
overuse — is difficult without
a picture of the talk we want to
walk.
Kenyon is an amazing
place, and there is nowhere I
would rather be as the leaves turn
our campus golden. It is made
what it is largely by our pursuit
of what we value and care about,
and although there are many
things worth appreciating, what
I value the most here are the relationships I have with many of
you — those I have lived with,
or been taught by or gotten to

know in so many other Kenyon
ways.
I’m interested in what it
is that you find amazing about
Kenyon. What strange spell has
grabbed hold of you and not let
go? A few weeks ago, I wrote
that we are here to learn and
grow, and to push each other
forward in that venture. What
do you want that to be for you?
We share a campus, but we also
share some hopes and goals.
What do you want out of Kenyon, and yourself, in your years
on the Hill? What talk should
we be walking?
You have an open invitation to continue this conversation with me, and I hope with
others. Shoot me an email, or
grab me for a minute on Middle
Path, even if we have never met. I
want to listen, and to know how
Kenyon can be truer to itself and
to you. To know how this place
caught your interest, and has
kept it up. To know what makes
Kenyon yours, and where you
want your Kenyon to go.

Time to Walk the Talk, Kenyon
gavin mcgimpsey
Guest Columnist

Last week’s Collegian included a letter from Philip Di
Giacomo, the Greek Council
President, regarding the Greek
community’s progressiveness this
year. It was largely a response — I
hope appreciated — to controversy over a sexist advertisement
posted by the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity. Although the fraternity had apologized, the Greek
community wanted to be clear in
stating its unified support for the
promotion of gender equality.
Di Giacomo wrote that the
advertisement should not raise
questions regarding the Greek
community’s integrity, and that
their commitment to integrity

Marcy Borg by Erin McKinney

Censorship and
the Collegian

Here at Kenyon, there are
few who would argue in favor
of censorship; it is almost universally accepted at a liberal arts
college that literature should be
examined for its merit, rather
than for its adherence to restrictive, often suffocating,
traditional or religious
mores. Banned Books
Week, which runs from
Sept. 25 through Oct. 2,
celebrates the “freedom
to read” by embracing
challenged books. In this
spirit, we at the Collegian
would like to provide insight into our own editing practices. We believe
strongly in transparency, but it
is often difficult to explain our
decisions while we are actively
making them. Though we do not
condone censorship in the common use of the word, all of our
editorial decisions are informed
by an absolute subscription to
standard journalistic ethics. For
example, people – whether or
not they are students – who are
18 years or older are no longer
minors and can therefore be
named in news articles. When
these cases are newsworthy, we report them. We do use discretion,
however. If reporting an incident
could endanger students’ mental
or physical health, or if it would
be considered a severe breach of
their privacy, we do not publicize
it. This is not censorship; this
is human decency. We grant all
community members the right
of reply, meaning that any person
who is mentioned in an article is
given the opportunity to speak in
the story. We allow interviewees
to review their quotations if they
request it, but we do not allow
any sources prior review of our
articles.
Similarly, we try to avoid
printing obscenities. The Collegian is a community paper; just as
WKCO DJs cannot curse on the
radio, we refrain from cursing in
our articles. There are, of course,
instances in which these words
deserve attention. In 2009, when
Kenyon put on the play Shopping
and F***ing, we printed it as such
– publicizing the play while still
maintaining the newspaper’s integrity.
The Collegian has, in the
past, declined to print opinions
pieces or cartoons the editors
deemed tasteless or needlessly
vulgar or disrespectful. We do not
shy away from potential controversy, but we do use our judgment
to determine which opinions are
genuine, though potentially explosive, and which are indefensible. Once we decide to print an
article, we will incontrovertibly
defend its right of publication.
The next time you question
the Collegian editors’ decisions,
know that they were made with
strict journalistic standards in
mind, but also know that we do
not censor, and we welcome your
questions and complaints.

staff editorial
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A Caring Community for Cats

emma lewis
Guest Columnist
As I shut off the lights in
my cozy triple after stumbling
back from the library at 1:50
a.m., I had the vague sense
that something was missing.
It wasn’t my textbooks; they
were, as always, on my roommates’ desks and safely scattered underneath my clothes.
It wasn’t the alarm clock I had
yet to set up; that too was safely
underneath my bed. I got up
to make sure my fear was not
derived from a dearth of mini
cereal boxes in our food stores.
Thankfully, there were still
a number of assorted cereals
ready to be consumed. Pensively, I wondered at the emptiness
that seemed to be tearing at my
innermost self.
Suddenly, I heard a plaintive “meow” from outside my
third floor window, and I understood what had been miss-

ing for the past three weeks.
A cat! With a feline intensity,
I craved their gentle purring,
soft fur and eyes that say “I
understand and will not judge
you,” and their stretching, their
snoozing, even their occasional
scratching.
I see cats in Gambier every day as I walk to class, do
homework outside, or run to
the Deli for some soup. They
are everywhere I look. Big cats,
small cats, black
cats, white cats,
cats with green
eyes and with
blue, friendly
cats and mean
cats, cat, cats,
cats. Perhaps
the memory of this plethora of
cats without names or collars
triggered my ill feelings that
night in my dorm room. With
so many rooms and so many
potential owners in the school,
why are all these cats puttering
around Gambier with no one
to call their mother or father?
Many Kenyon students come
from cat-loving households. I
have heard students exchanging
cat stories and the names of the
cats they left at home. It seems
many students are feeling the

absence of cats in their beds at
night or at their desks as they
cram for a big test.
While I begrudgingly
admit that cats cannot live in
our dorm rooms without the
consent of our roommates, the
ignorance of our Community
Advisors and perhaps precautionary rabies exams, I believe
that we as a campus should
“adopt” the Kenyon cats. Flash
them a smile when you pass
them by the
post office.
If you see a
particularly
friendly looking cat, whip
out our hand
sanitizer and
give him a pat on the head!
Look cats in the eye; like humans, cats need to see and be
seen in order to recognize the
validity of their lives. Respect
them, for many of them are
probably your elders in cat
years.
Talk to them. Cats enjoy
a good story as much as we humans. While cats are very good
listeners, remember that they
too have stories to tell. Look
into their eyes and listen, for
many Kenyon cats have nine

I believe that we as
a campus should
“adopt” the
Kenyon cats.

lives’ worth of stories to tell.
This cat congeniality
will not only immensely raise
the self-esteem of the cats, but
will also benefit you. Kindness toward cats will lead to a
diminishment in that empty
nighttime feeling. Respected
cats feel little need to fight, so
it will also decrease the number
of catfights on campus, a regular occurrence that can leave
bystanders feeling ill at ease and
shaky. Hanging out with cats on
a regular basis can also reduce
stress, as stroking cats reduces
blood pressure. Those who own
cats are less likely to suffer from
heart attack or stroke. Therefore, doing your best to take
care of the campus cats means
you are simultaneously taking
care of yourself. Friendships
between cats and humans also
lead to a reduction in feelings
of loneliness, depression and
anxiety for both parties.
Though I myself am severely allergic to cats, the next
time I see a friendly and softlooking little guy on my way to
the KAC I will stop for a moment to say hello and ask him
about his weekend. I hear the
cat frats get pretty crazy around
this time of year!

Don’t Judge a Kid by His Comps
that department is going to
be, especially as they get older
and more experienced in the
field.” He is completing his
political science major with
honors, meaning that not
only will he complete the general six-hour exam required of
all majors, but also a 60 to
cole dachenhaus
120 page thesis on the topic
Guest Columnist
he chooses.
While we all anticipate
At a liberal arts college,
our various senior exercises the diverse curriculum and
to be exciting, yet inevitably loosely-constructed diversistressful, the senior projects fication requirements allow
are quite unique to Kenyon; students to have a strong grasp
they are unlike what many on their academic path. I’m
similar colleges require. Per- of the opinion, however, that
sonally, I gave only a bit of this is a double-edged sword.
thought
to
It is wonderwhat my senior It is wonderful that ful that we
comps project we can choose what can choose
would be like, we want to learn, but what we want
but now that
to learn, but
this can create a
my class and
this can crecertain hierarchy. ate a certain
I have arrived
at that point
hierarchy
in the year where things are of majors and disciplines.
getting serious, we now un- Why is it that some people
derstand the variety of proj- who have never taken a muects and difficulties that they sic class or a studio art class
bring. We can only hope that think that those majors are
we picked the right majors for so much easier than economourselves because now it is ics or mathematics? Each has
too late.
its own difficulties and each,
Jeremy Stern ’11, a dou- certainly, has a very different
ble major in political science senior exercise.
and Russian area studies, feels
Music major Ananda
that “students shouldn’t de- Plunkett ’11 thinks that “it’s
clare their major in a depart- tough to say how fair the difment prior to figuring out ferent comps projects are in
how rigorous and demanding relation to one another. Some

clearly have more grunt work
than others.” As a student majoring in a department that is
often unfairly judged by other
Kenyon students, she manages to maintain a clear head
about the diversity of senior
exercises. “As frustrating as it
is sometimes to learn that my
friends only have one exam
to take or one paper to write
when I’m trying to compose,
write a paper, prepare a public
presentation and study for a
six-hour exam, I find it hard
to judge what they’re doing
because I know that Kenyon
is hard in general,” Plunkett
said. “We’re all held to high
standards, and we’re all expected to work hard and succeed.”
Kenyon alumna Chase
Kreuter ’10 was an American
studies major and art history
minor who, for her senior
exercise, won a grant with a
group of American Studies
majors to travel to Paris over
winter break. Upon hearing this, one might not quite
see the connection between
American Studies and Paris,
France, but Kreuter can very
articulately defend how this
travel grant assisted her in
her senior research. For her
thesis and presentation, she
researched the Parisian influence on 20th-century American art — a logical American
studies thesis topic that was
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only bettered by her grant.
As a German major doing honors myself, I have had
my own frustrations with
how other people perceive
MLL. On the other hand,
when people ask me about
my comps and I tell them that
the honors exercise in my department is between 35 and
60 pages, more often than not
in the language of instruction,
they tend to look at it in a different regard. In any case, it
should not matter what other
Kenyon students think of other people’s majors or comps.
We all have our own academic
challenges at Kenyon and being at the end of my time at
Kenyon, it is sad to say that I
know too many people who
picked their major because of
how “marketable” it seemed
at the time.
My advice to underclassmen is to use the first two
years to investigate a plethora
of subjects interesting to you
and to learn about departments’ requirements before
you make your decision. Everyone has a difficult set (or
two) of comps, so who is to
say that economics is harder
than drama, political science is harder than English
or studio art is harder than
dance? When you major in
all of these disciplines, then
you can put them in your own
ranking.

Quick
Complaints
senior edition
“All school computers should be automatically set for
double-sided printing. So much paper is being wasted. And
I really dislike the automatic flush toilets, which routinely
flush while I’m sitting on them. I can flush my own toilet,
thank you very much. Don’t tell me when I’m done.”
-Richard Wylde
“We’re in college, so I don’t understand how lice is
prevalent on this campus. All you kids wash your hair.”
-J.T. Knight
“I can’t find the droids I’m looking for.”
-Nick Severyn
“Taco Tuesday must happen every Tuesday.”
-Gabrielle Koenig
“AVI needs to learn how to boil a f***ing egg.”
-Peter Nolan
“Bring back karaoke! And Milks! And fun for senior
folk!”
-Laura Miller
“In Gund, there are two doors for the girls’ bathroom
and only one for the guys’ bathroom.”
-Alex Hull
“In Peirce servery, here’s how you use the peanut butter: use the spatula to put the peanut butter on the plate and
then use your own knife to apply the peanut butter to the
bread. I hate when people use the spatula to put it on their
bread and then put it back in — because then your bread
crumbs are on my peanut butter.”
-Kat Powers
“I’m pretty sure that the Cove is what Sodom used to
look like, except with more glittery freshmen.”
-Christa Minardi
“Comps.”
-Meredith Ganz
“I’m here to complain about the stairs that were put in
by Milks. There is no Milks like a Milks with no stairs where
people are falling down.”
-Meredith Tyma
“There are no hot towels in the library.”
-Grant Johnson
“I need a boys’ wig for Deb Ball.”
-Lucy Gardner
“Bring Milks back!”
-Chauncey Harrison
“Please return the Bexley 108 flamingos. The missing
flamingo ruins the aesthetic symmetry.”
-Bexley 113 residents
“I can’t buy beer on the K-Card!”
-Harrison Scott
“South lot should be seniors-only parking.”
-James Asimes
“Lice kids – go back to Pre-K when that was cool!”
-Carrie Brody
“Hire more people who know something about Africa.
And bring Milks back.”
-Margaret Wardrop
“We can’t we use the K-Card at Chipotle?”
-Nick Loud
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Clockwise from top: Face to Face by Jonathan Fasano ’11; Birdhouses by Danya French ’11; Questioning Gender by Kathleen Williams ’11; Untitled by Ellie Jabbour ’11; and Untitled by David Masnato ’11.

Interactive Inspiration

THE ARTWORK

Opinion: Vandalism Uncovers Challenges of Public Art
Grant Johnson
Staff Writer
Last week, students from
Professor Claudia Esslinger’s
Installation Art class showcased their projects across campus with the hope that they
would provoke a response, and
indeed, they did. Surprisingly
violent and infantile reactions
to the works seem only to validate the artworks’ contemplations, proof that this interaction isn’t as simple as it sounds.
Installed across campus
for a week and approved by
the Campus Design Committee, the assignment challenged
students to seduce viewers into
engagement, according to Esslinger.
“My main goal in this
project was to get us out of the
art ghetto and into interacting
with the community,” Esslinger
said. “It’s called ‘Interaction/
Intervention’ so that in some
way people will have to interact with it.”
And “interact” we did.
Immediately following their
installation, anonymous objectors removed several of the
pink and blue bathroom signs

designed and posted by Kathleen Williams ’11. The signs
questioned the binary construction of gender through
visual appropriation and pun.
A similarly crude audience tore
down the black mesh gates put
up by Jonathon Fasano ’11 late
Friday evening. Installed on
Middle Path in the center of
town, the gates slimmed the
width of Middle Path down
into a single file line. Such reactions only seem to validate the
contemplations of the installations — violence, confrontation, destruction — and sadly
cast a shameful light on those
members of the community
who cannot practice a basic
level of respect, let alone openmindedness, when receiving
student work.
This vandalism was
hardly the reaction the artists
desired. Such responses cultivate a troubled relationship
between audience and artist,
engendering a flawed dynamic
between members of the campus community, Fasano said.
“I feel like I’m just walking
around campus—not that I
can’t trust anyone—but like I

don’t know who it was, so I feel
like every person I see who I
think it could have been, I pass
judgment on, and I don’t want
that,” he said.
Following the attack and
perhaps more so because of it,
Fasano’s piece brilliantly uses
sparse planes to force confrontation, as if anticipating the
lack of empathy that must lead
to such anonymous recklessness. Direct and straightforward, it achieves its goal with
apparent ease. (Let us recall:
minimalism is hardly ever as
simple as it looks.) The gates
look to replace anonymity and
fear with empathy and connection, Fasano said.
“I’ve always had a problem — and I feel like a lot of
people, everybody, has a problem — with how we don’t say
hello to one another,” he said.
“I made it for those people
who haven’t realized yet that
it’s okay to say hi to anybody.
There’s really no reason not to
say hi.”
Similarly thoughtful, the
piñatas of Ellie Jabbour ’11,
sculpted to resemble ammunition and covered in newspaper

coverage of war and conflict,
astutely question the link between domesticated practices,
like the use and destruction
of piñatas, and epic violence.
They highlight the kind of societal excuse that allows such
postures of indifference to become global tragedies, and suggest that indifference toward
violence might be woven into
the unconscious fabric of the
everyday, even infecting celebratory rituals.
“I just wanted to make
people look at the fact that
we do have violence or violent
actions built into our society,”
Jabbour said. “The whole idea
of a piñata is a mob mentality:
destroying something in order
to celebrate and then have a
quick candy fix.”
The piñatas also inventively subvert egocentric conventions, bursting with adorably smart packets of birdseed
rather than candy, asking the
viewer to give rather than take.
The violence only becomes
apparent once one is seduced
into the interaction, Jabbour
said. “You can see it as a piñata,
you can break it down and not

really realize the violent act
that you’re doing, or you can
take a closer look and see that
the whole thing is covered in
violence,” she said.
Of course, art does not
exist in a vacuum: without the
recognition of an audience,
it hardly functions at all. The
installations depend upon a
viewing public, but should not
have to anticipate a hostile one.
Soon, we’ll be lucky enough to
see our Kenyon lawns graced
by the life-sized cow sculptures
of Professor Gunderson’s “Art
with Four Legs” class. Two
years ago, I made a cow only to
see it destroyed, ripped down
by anonymous vandals along
with my classmates’ work. As
a community that values intellectual growth and social
responsibility, we should embrace foreign, new experiences
and agree that recognition
should never signify destruction. When given the opportunity to experience something
challenging, whether labeled
“art” or not, we should receive
it with enthusiasm, tolerance
and respect, otherwise we may
be denied the chance entirely.

Kathleen Williams ’11 posted
signs on campus bathrooms that
combined both the familiar male
and female symbols in a sort of synthesis of gender symbols.
In the center of town, Jonathon
Fasano ’11 erected black wooden
gates on Middle Path that slowly rose
in height and cut the gravel pathway
down so that community members
couldn’t help but move through one
at a time.
David Masnato ’11 created a
project that invited students to take
books from white pedestals outside
campus buildings and follow a series of instructions contained within
them. Masnato’s project took the
audience participation to a new level
with many different steps in the interaction process. The books were taken quickly, according to Masnato.
The piñatas of Ellie Jabbour ’11
hung from trees throughout campus.
Jabbour sculpted them to suggest
ammunition and covered them in
headlines of violence and war. silhouettes.
Outside Olin Library, Danya
French ’11 set up three modest-looking red birdhouses on long poles with
a surprise inside each: tiny household
scenes. The open fronts invited viewers to approach the birdhouses and
discover their insides, and many
passersby did, peering into the tiny
openings to discover the rooms inside.
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The World’s Most Beautiful Campus...
Jeanie Riess
Staff Writer
As we approach Ohio’s
most dramatic season of
natural beauty, it is necessary to point out the best
and worst places for witnessing the bold colors of
our yearly fall. Forbes named
our small school the most
beautiful college in the
world, but failed to mention how much that beauty
fluctuates between Ascension and Gund Commons.
More important, perhaps, is
how we perceive the places
around us on a newly-acquired international scale.
Is beauty the ancient gothic
architecture of Old Kenyon, or is it the pristine tile
floors of Peirce’s basement
bathroom?
In seeking out the best
and the worst of Kenyon’s
locations, it became clear to
me that our conception of
beauty is a tough thing to
nail down. The way we feel

about these places plays too
big a role in deciding what
is ugly and what is beautiful. A bad day on Middle
Path can be very bad indeed: gravel getting caught
in your shoes, slippery ice
causing you to take a spill.
Yet Middle Path is hailed
as the central artery of our
school’s charm. They say experience is everything, and
this is most true in the way
that we view the tiny world
we make for ourselves here.
For Roxanne Smith
’11, Kenyon’s most charming place is intimately tied
with the specific time she
spends there. “The prettiest place on campus is the
downstairs bathroom in
Gund Commons when you
are alone pulling all-nighters,” she said. “It is not
pretty per se, but spiritual,
in that you can look at yourself in the mirror under the
fluorescent lighting and feel
completely out of body.”

Smith’s transcendent moments could only happen in
the Gund bathroom, with
its familiar hum of students
and cabin-like architecture.
It is a 24-hour venue, and
something about it feels as
exhausted as the students
working there.
In this vein, the dormant Peirce Pub might be
considered one of the worst
representations of Kenyon
beauty. It is an eyesore,
with its squiggly neon ceiling lights and odd furniture. More importantly, it
is a face of failure. Its hours
were fickle, its food mediocre and it eventually closed
down due to its lack of popularity. It is unlikely that
anything will open there
again thanks to the bad
vibes that surround it. In
both looks and personality,
it is not at all an example of
world-class beauty.
Climb the stairs and
step outside, however, and

you’ll change your mind.
Mike Reilly ’11 believes
the most poignant place on
campus is right outside of
Peirce’s doors, with Ascension to his left and Rosse
Hall in front of him. Ransom Lawn is something we
associate with good weather
and outdoor picnics. It is
social and picturesque, an
almost-too-perfect example
of why college life is wonderful, especially at a small
school. Look around and
you see the College’s most
impressive buildings, made
all the more collegiate by
dawdling, book-schlepping
students.
Timing is another important factor to consider
when measuring physical
beauty. Old Kenyon, in all
its glory, is an overwhelmingly horrific sight to bear
on Saturday and Sunday
mornings. Parties that lead
students deep into the shadows of the night are not

easy to clean up after, and
the staircases are evidence
of the vices of the night
before. Solo cups line the
walk while anonymous liquids trickle down the sticky
stairs. The space itself is so
small and claustrophobic
that avoiding the grotesque
post-party scene can be impossible if a staircase-user
is not prepared to run. But
leave the building and look
up and you are sure to be
impressed. The exterior of
the building is resilient to
the revelry.
Leave our central campus for a moment and recognize what Rachael Greenberg ’11 hails as the most
exquisite place in Gambier.
“When I wake up really early
and bike down to the KAC,
I go down Duff St. with
Peirce on my right and the
KAC fields on my left, and
the wind is on my face,” she
said. “I feel like I get a sense
of what Gambier is really

like, with no one around.”
This transitory place is best
described by Greenberg’s
experience, but it is impossible to ignore the way the
hills look in the distance as
you zoom from academic to
athletic life. “It is simply divine,” Greenberg said.
The places where we
spend most of our time are
impermanent. This, to me,
is the most fundamental
aspect of their beauty: the
fact that they can be anything, to anyone, depending
on the day and the personalities that inhabit them.
Our dorm rooms are a perfect example. Mather 201
won’t look this year the way
it did the last. It is an almost
spooky phenomenon, the
way places change at Kenyon, but it is also a pleasant
reminder of our short, idyllic time here. It is a reminder of the fact that our school
will never exist the way it
does now, ever again.

...And Its Hidden Eyesores

Does the magnificence of Middle Path fluctuate with the seasons?

Photos By Marika Garland
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Blues Rockers: The Tin Hearts Electrify the V.I.
Lauren Toole
Staff Writer

The electric blues tunes
of The Tin Hearts filled the
Village Inn on Saturday, Sept.
25 with lead singer and Kenyon alum Matt Sullivan ’99
fronting the band, crooning
songs reminiscent of a newage Bob Dylan. The music
ranged from long, slow ballads to extremely upbeat,
high-energy rock.
With guitar riffs and
solos, this band possesses a
unique ability to draw in an
audience using their exceptionally charismatic image
and alluring sound. One of the
opening songs, “Desert King,”
soon had listeners dancing
along with the wailing sound
of the electric guitar and Sullivan’s gravelly tones, which
immediately transported the
scene to a Memphis bar.
The Tin Hearts’ performance at the Village Inn is
one of a number of shows to
promote their newest album,
No Good Deed. They will
be traveling to Cincinnati,

Cleveland and Kentucky later
in the year to complete the
tour.
The Tin Hearts released
the album two weeks ago, and
it has already gained recognition. A review by the After
Hours Music blog, a blog
priding itself on awareness of
each new song that is released
into the music world, said,
“[with] … Blitzen Trapper,
Band of Horses, Hayes Carll
and some Ryan Adams … you
have a well-rounded playlist
of modern Americana. … It
is time to add another to the
list: The Tin Hearts.”
Sullivan brought the Columbus-based band together
in 2008, singing all-original
music in an electric blues
sound that is by no means the
band’s only voice. He soon
added longtime friend and
skilled pianist Angela Sutton
as keyboardist. Andy Frederick and Ryan Combs, on guitar and bass, respectively, soon
joined, along with drummer
Mark Sims, to complete the
band’s lineup.
Versatility seems to be

courtesy of matthew O. Sullivan

Columbus-based band The Tin Hearts played to an enthusiastic crowd last Saturday, Sept. 25.

the name of the game with
The Tin Hearts, both in their
sound and composition. In addition to vocals, Sullivan also
plays the guitar and harmonica. Sims, drummer, is also an
exceptional guitar player and
has already released one solo
album entitled Clouds of Dust
and Fire.
The Tin Hearts’ first
album, self-titled The Tin

Hearts, came out in March
2009 and was the band’s first
collaboration together, boasting all-original music and a
well-unified sound that continues on their second album.
Saturday night’s performance included songs from
this album, most notably
“Been a Good Year,” a classic rock jam that fit perfectly
with the mood of the evening:

a real fusion of electric blues
with good old-fashioned bar
music.
Sutton’s skill as a pianist
was obvious throughout the
performance and was most
prominent in “Been a Good
Year.” She will be leaving her
job next year and moving to
New York City to study classical piano at a music conservatory.

Sullivan graduated with
the class of ’99 and his wife,
Heather Sullivan, works at the
Brown Family Environmental
Center. Both currently reside
in Gambier, and Sullivan commutes to Columbus both for
work and for the band. The
Tin Hearts practice weekly,
logging about two hours each
week and coming up with orchestration for the songs that
Sullivan writes.
“I feel extremely lucky to
have musicians that really buy
into what we’re doing,” Sullivan said. “That is so valuable
because [usually] everyone
wants to be a rock star and no
one wants to practice.”
After a night full of slow
beats, fast beats, classic rock,
jam rock, electric blues and
much more, listeners left the
audience feeling as if they
had truly taken a bite out of
musical prowess. As Sullivan
said, “We’re dedicated to the
process of making music we
can be proud of.” If Saturday
night’s concert is any indicator, then they definitely have
a lot to be proud of.

Preview: A Night of Pinter Plays ‘Dirty Poetry’ Is a
Liliana Martinez
A&E Editor

A unique event will occur
at the Hill Theater this Friday
and Saturday, Oct. 1 and 2: not
a one-act play festival, but a genuine double-bill performance
of two short plays by Harold
Pinter. They are The Lover, the
senior thesis of Will Arbery ’11
and Emma Farnsworth ’11, and
A Kind of Alaska, the senior thesis of Shelley Fort ’11 and Brianna Parry ’11.
Though the two plays differ in run time and in topic, it
made sense to perform them
together, Parry said. “I think the
department was excited about
the prospect of doing these two
shows because they don’t usually
do a double-bill,” she said. “And
with Will [Arbery] and Emma
[Farnsworth] doing that show, it
just made sense for us to do this
show too … so it all worked out
very well.” Parry said her project
advisor, Assistant Professor of
Drama Ben Viccellio, recommended the play to her and to
Fort, and it was coincidental
that Arbery and Farnsworth
also happened to choose a play
by Pinter. Arbery said he decided on the play last spring when
Professor of Drama Wendy MacLeod suggested it to him, but
he “did become very enamored
with Pinter last year, so I was
looking at a lot of Pinter plays.”
Matt Crowley ’11 is directing The Lover, and Arbery
and Farnsworth play two of the
three characters in the 54-minute play. Although all involved
were reluctant to give away too

Ellie Jabbour

Emma Farnsworth ’11 and Will Arbery ’11 in The Lover.

much of the plot, Crowley said:
“The first line of the play is, ‘Is
your lover coming tonight?’”
According to Crowley, the play
is about a couple, Richard and
Sarah, and their relationship.
“It’s much simpler than it seems
to be,” he said, but there are also
“a lot of things that are very complex, and it has a lot to do with
lying.” Arbery, who plays Richard, said of his character: “He
is okay with his wife having an
affair. Sarah and Richard have a
routine … Richard is a very heavily-routinized man.”
Farnsworth, who plays
Sarah, remarked on how positive the experience of putting on
The Lover has been. “The process has been wonderful,” she
said. “I’m working with people
who are both extremely intelligent and extremely funny. We’ve

had a lot of fun in rehearsal and
we all have very good attitudes
about this. We like to laugh
at ourselves.” The play’s third
character, the lover, is played by
Christopher Wright ’14.
While Pinter can seem
off-putting as a playwright,
Crowley said, the work that has
gone into the play will make it a
worthwhile experience for Kenyon students. “It has some really
terrific acting in it and some really terrific directing,” he said.
“We’ve worked on it for a long
time and we’ve really discovered
a lot of things about [the play],
but I think it’s something you
can really come into fresh and
really appreciate and enjoy.”
A Kind of Alaska, Parry and
Fort’s thesis, runs even shorter:
just 31 minutes, according to
Parry. “It is very short … it’s the

shortest senior thesis show that’s
been produced in recent memory, to my knowledge, but …
there’s so much there,” she said.
The play is based on a nonfiction
book by Oliver Sacks, which
chronicles the strange epidemic
of what was colloquially called
the “sleeping sickness.” Men and
women “fell asleep or spoke in
monotone or couldn’t speak or
express themselves … they started to realize it was always the
same disease,” Parry said. “These
people were in sort of coma-like
states for 40 or more years.”
Fort, who plays Deborah,
the main character, commented
on the difficulty of the play,
despite its length. “It’s so hard.
Pinter leaves so many unanswered questions for the actors
to figure out,” she said. “We’ve
had a month to go through and
each week we’ve come up with
different objectives and different tactics for the characters.”
Fort’s character is a conflicted woman who wakes up after 29 years but finds her mind is
still just 16 years old. “The play is
about [my character] coming to
realize the life that [she’s] missed
out on and coming to terms
with that,” Fort said. Her sister,
Pauline (Olivia Strauss ’13),
and her doctor and Pauline’s
husband, Hornby (Kevin Holloway ’11) make up the rest of
the characters in the play.
The Lover and A Kind of
Alaska both go up this Friday,
Oct. 1 and Saturday, Oct. 2. The
Lover runs 54 minutes and will
be shown first; A Kind of Alaska
will go up after intermission and
runs 31 minutes.

Rousing Success
Monica Kriete
Staff Writer

NightCAPS, a student
organization billing itself as
Kenyon’s only nocturnal literary
society, held a poetry reading last
Thursday, Sept. 23 with a somewhat titillating theme: Dirty Poetry. Students were encouraged
to bring with them a published
poem concerning that most scandalous of subjects: sex.
The exposed cinderblock
basement of Lentz House, a
somewhat underwhelming student lounge space by day, was
filled with rows of chairs on
Thursday. The dim lighting set a
mood appropriate to the theme.
“NightCAPS did a really good
job of creating an atmosphere that
was appropriate for the event,”
said attendee Joumana Khatib
’13. “There we were in the basement of the English department,
reading sensual poetry and eating
sensual food. Nobody blushed,
nobody awkwardly fell apart at
the seams. I hope they do it again.”
Caroline Hesse ’14 agreed, saying,
“It was very erotic and enjoyable.”
According to Sam Harris
’12, president of NightCAPS,
about 50 students came to eat,
drink and take turns reading
dirty poetry by numerous poets,
including W. H. Auden, William
Shakespeare and ee cummings.
“Last year we had about 20 people
show up … this year, however, we
had more than 50,” Harris said.
NightCAPS chose the
theme with a mind for student attendance. “We figured that dirty

poetry was an interesting and
taboo enough subject to draw
listeners out who were looking for
more than the traditional humdrum poetry reading experience
— and besides, what sells better
than sex?” Harris said.
Numbers are important to
the group, which was “plagued
by poor attendance” after being
reincarnated two years ago, according to Harris. Several years
ago, NightCAPS existed in a
more theatrically-oriented form
and had more faculty involvement. The English Student Advisory Board asked Harris and Erin
Mershon ’12, the club’s vice president, to reactivate it. “We became
much more poetry-centric …
[and] more focused on audience
participation,” Harris said.
“We would like to do something involving folk tales and
scary stories during the month
of October,” said Harris of future
events. Possibilities for November
include a theme of student-written works, and “we have also been
talking with [Alpha Delta Phi]
about doing something in combination with Afterhours.”
Ultimately, NightCAPS
aims to make literature accessible
to the community, Harris said.
“There seems to be some misconception floating around that
poetry is really only for academics,
broken hearts and beatniks, but
that just isn’t the case. We’re trying to prove that somewhere in
the wide world of books there is
a form of literature that even the
most bibliophobic individual will
enjoy,” Harris said.
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Owen Pallett, Composer for the
Motown Band Seeks Soulful Talent
Samuel Colt
cally plays at the Village Inn and Margvelashvili ’12. According to
Masses, Makes Solo Magic at the Horn
Staff Writer
annual sorority and fraternity Shankman, the band was looking
Dulce Montoya
Staff Writer

Polaris Award-winner
Owen Pallett played to a
packed and eager Horn Gallery audience last Wednesday,
Sept. 23. Students stood on
their tip-toes and on furniture to get a better view
of the indie-experimental
violinist, who incorporates
various forms of technology
into his performances. His
style is mostly composed of
looped violin tracks, vocals
and an accompanying guitar.
His music is notable not
only for his use of a looped violin — a technique in which he
electronically repeats phrases
played once on his violin —
but also for his incorporation
of musical styles that he encounters and incorporates in
his performances and albums.
He claims he approaches
songwriting similarly to James
Stewart, whose music Pallett
said “felt like he was pushing it
almost like a comedy act, like
he would first just come up
with what other songwriters
might call lyrical hooks, [but]
Jamie would come up with a
joke, and the joke would sort
of be the centerpiece of the
song and that’s the way I kinda
approached songwriting and
I still think I do … try to fill
up my songs with one-liners.”
On looping and his music style, Pallett said he has not
been incorporating technology in his music for very long,
beginning around 2008. Before his usage of looping, Pallett used mostly guitar effect
pedals, in an effort to keep it
simple. He eventually realized,
however, that while he wanted
to continue with a looping
show, he wanted to take it to a

David Hoyt

Pallett plays his violin at the Horn Gallery on Wednesday, Sept. 23,
using a technique of electronically looping original sounds.

higher level. Beginning with a
show he completed for an art
gallery (in which he looped
and used speakers all over the
gallery), he has since simplified the setting with a stereo.
Because Pallett has
grown accustomed to larger
shows, he had to pare his act
down considerably to play at
the Horn. He chose to “favor
some quieter songs,” including
a song in which he only played
into the microphone and sang.
Pallett and his team have
been touring since January of
2010 and will be finishing up
the tour in January of 2011.
He has been “more on-tour
than off-tour since 2005,” due
mostly to touring with other
bands. In 2005, he released his
first record as Final Fantasy
(Pallett’s former pen name.)
Pallett said that venues
like the Horn Gallery are “totally my jam, but I’ve been
having to play a lot of larger
venues as well.” Larger venues
he has played include spaces
like Madison Square Garden
in New York City, and concert

openings for Arcade Fire and
Spoon, as well as the Wilbur
Theater in Boston and soon the
Carnegie Music Hall of Homestead in Pittsburg. Pallett will
also tour in Japan soon, going
there solo for the first time.
Pallett’s current and third
album, Heartland (released
Jan. 12, 2010), is a new experiment for him. The album
is conceptual, the story of a
young farmer named Lewis, who is controlled by an
ubiquitous narrator named
Owen. While Pallett knows
the direction in which he
will be taking his next album,
he chose to keep mum on
both the concept for the next
album, as well as the date.
“I feel as if a large chunk
of the pie that is releasing a record is dealing with the press
and doing the press and most
of the press, what they are informed about is read in the
press release,” he said. “I don’t
like talking about my own records until the press release is
out because there’s all sorts of
speculation and assumptions.”

KENYON FILM SOCIETY
Friday, Oct. 1 — Amadeus
Amadeus is one of the most acclaimed films of the past 25 years, and was recently listed in the
American Film Institute’s list of the 100 best films ever made. This piece of historical fiction traces
the success of the famous Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (Tom Hulce) and how his genius drives a rival
composer (F. Murray Abraham) to madness. Though the subject matter is serious, it is treated with
enough light-heartedness to make the film a pleasure to watch. Just try not to laugh along with Hulce’s
famously infectious guffaw. Amadeus won eight Oscars, including Best Picture, Best Director, Best
Adapted Screenplay and Best Actor for Abraham, in his career-making depiction of the vengeful Antonio Salieri.
Saturday, Oct. 2 — Arsenic and Old Lace
Based on the well-known play of the same name, Frank Capra’s Arsenic and Old Lace is a delightful black comedy that was named the 30th funniest film of all time by the American Film Institute. In
the film, two elderly sisters named Abby and Martha (Josephine Hull and Jean Adair) kill a number
of young men in an attempt to cease their apparent suffering — whether or not they felt they were
suffering. When their nephew (Cary Grant) discovers what is going on, the plot begins to thicken.
Arsenic and Old Lace is a precursor to many recent comedic movies; much of the humor comes from
the offbeat and quirky performances of the supporting cast, including Peter Lorre as a plastic surgeon
and John Alexander as a man who believes he is Teddy Roosevelt. The review in the New York Times
said it best: “Arsenic and Old Lace … is good macabre fun.”
Both screenings will be at 7:30 p.m. in the KAC Theater. They are free and open to the entire
community.
							
—Miles Purinton

If any group can raise the
dead with their music, it is Kenyon’s own Motown band, Detroit Groove. And so it was last
Sunday evening, when students
of all musical aspirations convened in Waite Rehearsal Hall,
wedged between Rosse Hall and
the Kenyon College graveyard,
to audition for Kenyon’s official
Motown (and now Collegesponsored) cover band.
For the unfamiliar, Motown
Records is a record label founded
in the early ’60s, popularized for
its production of some of the
decade’s most successful soul,
R&B and pop artists. Some of
the most famous artists produced
under the Motown label and its
subsidiaries are The Jackson 5,
Stevie Wonder, The Temptations
and Edwin Starr. Today, Motown
is owned by Universal Music
Group and has produced hits
from Erykah Badu and Damian
Marley, as well as questionable
records by Lindsey Lohan and
Nick Cannon.
In the context of Kenyon,
the sound is all soul, all the time.
Detroit Groove, also known as
the Motown Band, performs
with a passion commonly passed
over by the singer/songwriter
presence on campus. The band is
in its fifth year at Kenyon, though
it only became an official organization last year. Motown typi-

parties like the Epsilon Delta Mu
Halloween party and the Delta
Kappa Epsilon champagne party.
Before the auditions, Motown had nine members: a threeperson horn section, two guitarists, two vocalists, a pianist and a
drummer. Auditions were held
Sunday afternoon for guitarists
and vocalists. Guitarists auditioned first and were instructed
to choose two of three pre-selected songs, which they played with
the rest of the band. The purpose
of this particular audition style
was not only for the band’s benefit — to help them understand
how the auditionee blended with
the rest of the band — but also to
help them assess the auditionee’s
musical skill. The process was
a casual one. The group’s director, bass guitarist and occasional
backup singer Cody Shankman
’12, often interrupted songs if
something was amiss, so that
those auditioning would have an
equal opportunity to showcase
their talent.
After the guitarists auditioned, the band openly discussed who they liked and why.
An eclectic bunch, Motown
members debated over why they
thought certain auditionees
would be the best fit. Among the
most vocal during the decision
process were Shankman, vocalist
Joe Lerangis ’12, vocalist Claire
Cameron ’11 and guitarist Zuka

for auditionees to “bring something different to the table.” He
added, “Sometimes [their] voice
doesn’t work for the style.” Most
of the prospective members were
upperclassmen, but Shankman
mentioned that he would like to
see more first years in the band.
Although Motown intended to add a second pianist to the
band, none were able to audition
last Sunday. Members remained
optimistic about the possibility
of another pianist, tossing around
potential names after deliberations ended. Approximately 20
students auditioned for a vocal
part, performing two songs from
artists like Stevie Wonder and
The Temptations. Unlike other
student music organizations,
Motown used the audition process to draft any and all appropriate talent, basing the needs of the
band on openings from last year’s
graduating class.
Although the final deliberations for Motown’s new guitarist
are still ongoing, two new vocalists were chosen: Nathan Huey
’13 and Molly Botnick ’13. Luke
Frisher ’13 will be the band’s newest drummer.
Auditions for keyboardists
will be held this Sunday, Oct. 3, at
4:30 p.m. in Waite Rehearsal Hall.
Motown is looking for any and all
interested pianists, who can contact
Shankman at shankmanc@kenyon.edu for more information.

After 50 Years, A Milestone for
Jordan: Captain Abu Raed
Lana Dubin
Staff Writer
On Friday, Sept. 24, filmmaker Amin Matalqa visited
Kenyon for a screening of his critically acclaimed film, Captain Abu
Raed. Starring Nadim Sawalha,
it is the first feature-length film
to have been produced in Jordan
in fifty years. Captain Abu Raed
premiered at the Sundance Film
Festival and has since won awards
at numerous festivals around the
world.
The film follows Abu Raed,
an aged janitor at Queen Alia International Airport in Amman,
Jordan. He is a widower and lives
peacefully alone until he discovers
a discarded pilot’s hat in the trash.
A neighborhood child sees him
wearing this hat, and begs to hear
stories of Abu Raed’s adventures
abroad. Soon all of the neighborhood children gather to hear Abu
Raed’s stories, and they begin to
call him “Captain.” Abu Raed
becomes involved in the children’s
lives, and saves a family from their
father’s physical abuse. The movie
is both beautifully filmed and
heartwarming, coming full circle
from Abu Raed’s isolation to his
relationship with the abused family.

Matalqa has wanted to
make movies since he was a young
boy. His father was an airplane
pilot with Jordanian Air and in
1993 flew Nadim Sawalha from
London to Jordan. Matalqa’s
father invited Sawalha up to the
cockpit and said, “My son wants
to make movies when he grows
up.” Sawalha then invited 16year-old Matalqa to the set of his
movie, and walked him around,
introducing him to the other actors, including Matalqa’s hero, Roberto Benigni. Typically, Sawalha
starred in movies in which he was
cast as “the Arab who arrives on a
camel or who gets thrown out the
window,” Matalqa said, and he
purposely wrote the dramatic role
of Abu Raed in order to give Sawalha a chance to showcase a different side of his acting. Ten years
after he walked on Sawalha’s set,
a grown-up Matalqa called him
and told him about his screenplay.
Sawalha responded that there was
no doubt he would do it, because
“you’re the son of the pilot who
came to my movie set.” The part
of Abu Raed was cast.
The movie had a budget of
two million dollars and was privately financed by wealthy Jordanians who had an invested interest
in the arts. The filming schedule

was a grueling four-week shoot
of six-hour days. All of the children in the film are from South
Bank refugee camps outside of
Oman, and all but one is fatherless. Matalqa said that he wanted
“authentic, non-actor kids, but at
the same time wanted something
unique and different about each
child” to be showcased in the
movie. When casting the part
of Murad, the abused child, Matalqa asked each kid in the camp
what he wanted to be when he
grew up. Each child gave typical,
cookie cutter answers, saying that
he wanted to be a doctor or an engineer, until Hussein Al-Sous, the
child who plays Murad, walked
in. When asked the same question, he said that he wanted to be
a pilot. Matalqa took that as a sign
from God, and Al-Sous was cast.
Captain Abu Raed is a personal story for Matalqa because
he partially based the highly intelligent and kind lead character on
his grandfather. Matalqa views
Amman as a romanticized European city, and wanted the film to
show a calm, romantic view of his
homeland. The movie, in his opinion, “turned out better than [he]
could have ever hoped” thanks in
part to the contributions and the
authenticity of the actors.
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Pupil to Provost: From Badminton to Administration
Nayef Samhat Looks Back on Jobs in Architecture and the Arab-American Anti-Discrimination Committee
Charlotte Horsey
Staff Writer
Being the provost of
a college is not a job that
lends itself to intense interactions with students,
something Kenyon’s Provost
Nayef Samhat knows and is
attempting to rectify. A professor and administrator for
the better part of his professional career, Samhat came
to Kenyon in 2009 from
Centre College in Danville,
Ky., where he was the associate professor of government
and international studies, as
well as the associate dean.
Samhat entered Massachusetts’ tiny, now-defunct
Bradford College in 1979,
where he was a National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) athlete
who played soccer and basketball, though he said he
was not particularly good
at either. Samhat did find a
talent, though. “I had some
success at badminton,” he
said. “Competitive badminton. In the gym, not the
backyard!” Samhat went
to the Massachusetts Small
College State Champion-

ship after just one year in
the sport. “I must have been
a natural badminton player,”
he said.
After two years at Bradford, Samhat transferred to
The George Washington
University in Washington,
D.C. There, he lived in
an apartment with friends
and devoted himself to an
internship with the ArabAmerican Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC)
that would later provide
him with a job. The ADC
is the largest grassroots
Arab-American organization in the country, and its
principal objectives are the
defense of civil and ArabAmerican rights. As Samhat
describes it: “I was in the
national office, and lots of
social movements and peace
movements were located in
Washington, so there was a
regular networking process.
For someone interested in
politics, it was a great opportunity.” This original
internship sparked a passion
for politics, economics and
Middle Eastern affairs that
would stay with him. Be-

Provost Nayef Samhat sits in his office in Ransom Hall.

fore Samhat ended up in the
world of academia, however,
he garnered a résumé of varied work experiences.
In college, Samhat became interested in architecture and urban design and

found that he was talented
at it. He spent five weeks
at a prototype community in Arizona designed
by famed Italian architect
Paolo Soleri, working in
construction and discussing

Marika Garland

architectural philosophy.
“We would do construction
work and have workshops
with Paolo Soleri built on
discussions of principles of
urban design and architectural design,” he said.

Another of Samhat’s
summers was spent in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates,
where he worked for a bank
and enjoyed the beaches of
the Persian Gulf. After college and two years at Columbia’s School of International
and Public Affairs, Samhat
returned to Detroit, where
he worked for his father.
The future provost’s new
job entailed more manual
labor. “I drove trucks, delivered dry ice,” he said. “The
big trick was [figuring out
how to] roll two 50–pound
[carbon-dioxide-filled] cylinders at a time.”
In addition to his duties at Kenyon, Samhat is father to three daughters, one
of whom will soon graduate
from college. Samhat said he
recently advised her on her
future plans: “Get life underway, but it doesn’t have
to be your professional life.
Don’t start your career now;
just start your experience.”
More than any other piece
of advice, though, Samhat
will tell you which football
team reigns eternally supreme: the Detroit Lions.

Kenyon Enthusiastically Consents to Hosting Sexuality Speaker
Jaclyn Friedman Impressed by Kenyon’s Sexual Misconduct Policy but Opposes Mediation
Meredith Tyma
Staff Writer
Imagine a full glass of
water in front of you, motionless, nondescript. Now
think of it as, in the words
of writer, performer and activist Jaclyn Friedman, “lady
sex.” What do you want to
do with it? Under the current circumstances that we
like to call a healthy and progressive culture, everything
depends on your gender.
More than that, it depends
on what this culture labels as
appropriate for sexual activity. In Peirce Pub on Friday,
Sept. 24, Friedman held her
now highly-emotive glass
of “lady sex” in the air and
asked Kenyon students what
they thought of it. First, she
asked us to think of it from
the perspective of a modern “lady.” A true lady must
protect her lady sex. On the
other hand, a “dude” must
consume it, or as an excited
male student phrased it,
“Chug it!”
And chug it we can, all
of us — if we don’t fall back
on unhealthy and closeted
communication about sex,
put frankly. Last Friday was
a lesson on assuming command of our bodies. Kenyon
students filled Peirce Pub to

hear Friedman’s presenta- it should be addressed. Friedtion, entitled “Enthusiastic man thinks that women can
Consent: A New Model for take control of their sexuality
Better — and Safer — Sexu- as they see fit, despite labelality.” The talk was spon- ing: “You might be a virgin.
sored by Crozier Center for [...] You might see sexuality
Women, Social Board, the as your favorite worn pair of
Psychology and Women’s jeans,” she said. “You could
and Gender Studies Depart- even be pretty excited about
ments, Unity House, the it, be bounding towards it.”
Sexual Misconduct Advisors She illustrated this sentiand the Queer Women’s Col- ment with a Powerpoint
lective. Friedman is an activ- picture of a puppy hoverist and author
ing over the
of the book
grass in midYes
Means
bound,
its
Yes: Visions
mouth open
of
Female
in a wide grin
Sexual Power
and tongue
and a World
flapping over
Without
its lips.
Rape, which
With
— Jaclyn Friedman facing the
made
the
2009 Publishstigma, howers Weekly’s
ever, comes
Top 100 Books. She admit- an even deeper fear — that
ted that her “lady sex” ex- of physical repercussions.
ample was heteronormative, Friedman noted that some
but urged us to reexamine can be quick to frame sexual
sexuality from all perspec- women as “rape-able.” “They
tives. This is especially true say it’s [the woman’s] fault.
for women in a society that That you’ve consented to evgenerally delegitimizes their erything [...] then you start
sexual prowess and classifies to think that you’re not worthem according to a familiar thy of love, that you don’t
dichotomy — “slutty” or re- love yourself enough,” she
spectful. It is obviously not said. The culture we’ve cona well-defined or established structed persistently finds
system of classification, but ways to defend rape. Will

“Would you like
to have sex with
someone who is
not enthusiastic?”

this updated and reclaimed
“sluthood,” as she phrases
it, really lead to sexual violence? The metaphor of a
frog in boiling water helped
explain the risk: if a frog is
in a pot of water that suddenly begins to boil, it will
jump out. If the water temperature rises at a slower
rate and builds to a boil,
however, the frog will stay in
the water until it is too late.
Sure, it’s dramatic, but we
can certainly understand it.
The subtle, unrecognizable
pressures are what may eventually culminate in an act of
sexual violence.
Initially,
Friedman
was impressed by Kenyon’s
Sexual Misconduct Policy.
The Policy states that verbal consent is “given when
a student clearly indicates
by spoken words his or her
willingness to engage in a
particular form of sexual
relations.” Instead of focusing on the lack of a “no” in
a sexual encounter, it is an
active “yes” that constitutes
consent. “Progressive” was
her impression of Kenyon
College. “The code is really
extraordinary,” she said. The
tone flipped when a student
mentioned mediation, a
form of counseling in which

both the victim and the accused agree to sit down with
a mediating College counselor “to help bring resolution to a conflict,” as stated
in the Policy. The purpose
of this act is to talk it out
instead of going straight to a
formal complaint.
“That’s horrible,” Friedman responded. “Mediation
is a part of the problem. It
says that we need to intervene and it was just a misunderstanding. ... I encourage
you to abandon it as soon as
possible,” she said. As a victim of sexual violence in college, Friedman experienced
mediation. The session was
close to being harmful rather
than helpful. “My rapist was
there crying about his alcohol problem. My whole victory of that experience was
sitting there and saying, ‘It’s
not okay,’ because I stayed silent. If I were to actually say
anything to him there, even
though he’s my rapist, I’d
end up saying, ‘It’s okay.’”
The bottom line is that
a culture of reporting should
be the norm. The current
Policy that promotes mediation may discourage students
from first filing complaints.
Additionally, Friedman’s experience shows that a victim

may feel an urge to empathize. Hearing the accused’s
excuses or feeling security in
the presence of a counselor
may stop the victim from
going ahead with the report.
Coincidentally, and fortunately, Campus Senate is
currently reviewing Kenyon’s
judicial procedures, including mediation. Mediation,
of course, is only one option
listed for dealing with sexual
assault. Students should not
hesitate to bring its legitimacy under the magnifying
glass, however.
Friedman’s
lecture
served not only as a reminder
that consent should be nothing short of enthusiastic, but
also that we can share our
sexuality without shame. It
was a perfect combination
of open humor and serious
discussion. In such a small
village, a sense of community can definitely encourage
such openness.
“Instead of a commodity,” she said, “what if we
see [sex] as a collaborative
jam session? Would you like
to have sex with someone
who is not enthusiastic? [...]
Want to make music? If I
keep wanting to make music,
am I a music slut? No. I am a
dedicated musician.”
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Jessen Book to Write Ladies Soccer Rolls to Three-Game Streak,
Next Chapter in
Prepares for the NCAC Schedule
Ladies Swimming
Nate Oldach
Sports Editor
For the first time in 35
years, the Kenyon Ladies
swimming team will not be
coached by the legendary
coach Jim Steen. Instead,
a young and eager Kenyon
alumnus will fill those shoes:
Jessen Book ’01. He began his
career at Kenyon as a member of the Lords swimming
team, winning All-American
distinction during his 19992000 campaign. His
final year, he
was elected
captain, and
following
another successful defending of
the national
championship title, was
named
to
the College
Swimming
Coaches Association of
America’s
All-Academic Team.
What
makes
Book’s story so interesting
is the fact that he never intended to become a coach.
“The year after I graduated, I
went into teaching,” he said.
“It was lacking in the connections that I made when I
was a swimmer. That year I
went down to the [National
Collegiate Athletic Association] championships and
realized just how much I
missed swimming, so I called
up Coach [Steen] and he
called me back a few months
later and offered me a job.”
Book was hired as an assistant coach and helped coach
the teams to four championships.
Following his tenure as
an assistant coach at Kenyon,
Book was offered a spot as
an assistant coach at Ohio
State University, a position
he held for four years. During his tenure at Ohio State,
Book helped transform the
Buckeyes from a middle-ofthe-pack team to eventual
Big Ten Champions just last
year. “The ability for the
Buckeyes to improve had a
lot to do with the leadership
we had both in and out of the
pool,” Book said. “They knew
we had a chance to do something that had not been done
in 54 years and achieved it.”
Book feels he has a lot he
can teach the Ladies over the

course of the year, and he sees
great potential for improvement. “The experience at
OSU taught me two things;
the first is a training regiment
that I will share with the Ladies,” he said. “[The] second
is the effect that great leaders
can have on a team. I believe
that this year’s senior class is
in a place that they can do
something special. They have
the ability to become great
leaders just like the Buckeyes
did. They
have
a
willingness to
learn,
grow and
become
what they
can, but
we need
to start
that process.”
As
far
as
Book’s
expectations on
how the
team will
perform
Kenyon.edu overall,
he believes that this season
is more about understanding who the team is and what
role each of them will play in
Kenyon’s history. “We are
not looking at this season
with the sole goal of winning
an NCAA championship,”
he said. “I believe, as Coach
Steen taught me, to strive
for success. Success is not
a trophy — it is striving to
achieve and get better. Once
you have the right amount of
people in the right place at
the right time, you achieve
what he refers to as ‘critical
mass’ and [you] can do something special.”
While Book looks to
guide the Ladies this season, he still believes that the
onus of their success rests on
them. “One of the things
that makes Kenyon successful is that the success of one
student is on that student’s
shoulders,” he said. “I believe
that the ownership is the athletes, and it extends from the
classroom down to the pool.
You earn it and learn it in the
classroom, and you earn it
and learn it in the pool.”
With fall practices just
beginning, the Ladies are on
a journey with an insightful
new coach, eager to write a
new chapter in the history of
the Kenyon swimming tradition.

Olivia kestin

Ladies’ midfielder Virginia Rushton ’12 wins the ball from a defender and prepares to shoot. Rushton scored her second goal of the season this
past weekend against Marietta College.

Nina Zimmerman
Staff Writer
things that came out of
After a tough start to that game, was we found
the season, the Ladies soc- a way to still win when we
cer team won three games didn’t play our best.”
in a row and is picking up
Unfortunately, Lindmomentum as October say Watts ’12 sustained a
conference play approach- concussion when she vales.
iantly tried to block a HorOn Saturday, Sept. 25, nets attempt only to have
the Ladies faced the Kal- the ball slam into the back
amazoo College Hornets of her head. According to
and got on the board 16 Bryan, she is feeling better
minutes in when aggres- and hopes to get back on
sive Caddie Durrett ’12 the field soon.
passed a shot across the
The winning contingoal to Courtney Hague ued on a chilly afternoon
’13, who promptly scored on Sept. 28, when the Laher first goal of the sea- dies won their third game
son. The Hornets fought in a row and brought their
back, scoring two min- record up to 5-5 with a
utes before halftime to tie 4-1 victory over Marietta
the game at 1-1. That did College. Katie Fee ’11
not stop Hannah Lodi bookended the scoring
’11 from scoring the win- with the first goal of the
ning goal on a penalty kick game, her first of the seawith 2:16 left in the game. son, in the 27th minute,
Goalie Kat Powers ’11 also and the fourth goal of the
tied her seagame in the
son high with
57th mineight
saves,
ute. Durrett
also got in
providing
on the acgood defention, taking
sive support.
a pass from
Head Coach
Hague into
Kelly Bryan
the net in
acknowledged
the
30th
that while the
minute.
“It’s
game was a
nice
that
rough one, the
those two
Ladies stayed
starttough and per- — Coach Kelly Bryan are
ing
to
find
severed.
a
little
bit
“[The
of
chemistry
there,”
Bryan
Kalamazoo Hornets] were
a tough team. They came said.
Virginia Rushton ’12
out playing us very hard,
also
got in on the scoring
and we didn’t play our best
three
minutes before Fee’s
game,” Bryan said. “What
second
goal, scoring her
I was really proud of, and
second
goal
of the season
probably one of the best

“Right now it’s
just good to feel
that we have
positive momentum rolling
into the conference.”

in the 54th minute. De- that just says a lot about
fense played an important what they’re made of,”
role in the victory as well, Bryan said. “And so now
with goalkeeper Lauren we enter essentially what
Wolfe ’14 relieving Powers we call the second part of
and making two key saves our season, and it’s all conduring her
ference games
time in the
from here on
net. Bryan is
out. This is
happy with
where it gets
how differexciting and
ent memfun and highbers of the
ly competisquad step
tive. Right
up during
now it’s just
the games,
good to feel
giving the
that we have
Ladies many
positive mooptions for
mentum rollvictory.
ing into the
“We
— Coach Kelly Bryan conference.”
were
also
The
able to use a
Ladies
are
good portion of our team scheduled to play their
throughout the game,” first conference game of
Bryan said. “That’s always the season against Denison
another plus, to do that at Mavec Field on Saturday
for experience, but also at 1:00 p.m. Bryan expects
it’s good to see people get it to be a great game, not
opportunities in games. only because of the rivalry
[Wolfe] got thrown into but also because of the
the fire and she did an momentum of the Ladies’
amazing job.”
recent success and the pasTwo key traits of the sion she has seen from the
Ladies this year have been players both on and off the
their resiliency and perse- field. She also knows that
verance in the face of chal- the Ladies are capable of
lenging teams. Bryan sees presenting a real challenge
it as building up the skill to Denison.
and character of the team,
“I want us to play well,
especially in the face of play hard and play well and
October conference play do what we’re capable of,”
in the skilled North Coast Bryan said. “I think that
Athletic Conference.
records go out the window
“There was a lot of when it comes to playing
character-building in the against [Denison]. It refirst couple of weeks, and ally just becomes a battle.
to see the girls be able to That’s what we’re looking
stick together and learn forward to on Saturday,
about each other and keep just a good old-fashioned
working in practice, I think battle.”

“I think that records go out the
window when it
comes to playing
against [Denison].
It really just becomes a battle.”
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Sunny
67° / 41°

Upcoming Weather

Partly Cloudy
59° / 37°

Sunday

Ladies Soccer
Saturday, Oct. 2, at 1:00 p.m.
Mavec Field
Kenyon hosts Denison University

Friday

Lords Football
Saturday, Oct. 2, at 1:00 p.m.
McBride Field
Kenyon hosts Wabash College
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Lords Soccer Rebounds After Loss to Top-25 Rival OWU
Nate Oldach
Sports Editor
The #22-ranked Lords
soccer team took on the
Marietta College Pioneers on Tuesday, Sept. 28
with hopes of erasing the
memory of their first loss
of the season, suffered just
three days before, to the
#16-ranked Ohio Wesleyan University Battling
Bishops. “It was just a
rough game,” Jared Kunze
’12 said. “We played right
with them the entire game;
they just finished and we
didn’t.” Though the Lords
lost 1-4, they out-shot the
Olivia Kestin
Bishops 18 to 12. This
Lords’
forward
J.J.
Jemison
’13
fights
for
position
against
two
Ohio
Wesleyan
University
defenders.
Jemison
scored
the
Lords’
lone
goal in their
game was different, how1-4
loss.
ever, as the Lords defeated
the Pioneers 2-0.
The game began as a
Coming out for the then fired into the back of played well,” Jason Kass ’13 are products of the camaratough defensive struggle, second half, the Lords the net, giving the Lords said. “We needed to bounce derie of the team, both on
with both
looked
to a 1-0 lead. That score re- back and we did with a vic- and off the field. “There
the Lords
continue their mained until the 80th min- tory. The OWU game re- is a lot of camaraderie [on]
and the Pioffensive bar- ute, when Dan Toulson ’12 ally opened our eyes, and the team,” Kass said. “We
oneers failrage. Finally, won the ball in the offen- with the upcoming sched- are really close, especially
ing to score
just over 12 sive zone, and passed it off ule, we need to take each between grades. No one
time
and
minutes into to Lewis Williams-Gray game one game at a time. distances themselves from
time again.
the
second ’14, who fired in the ball to We are in conference and anyone else. Though we
Though the
half, Miguel give the Lords a 2-0 lead. really need to focus.”
may be different ages, ev— Jason Kass ’13 Barrera ’11 This was junior goalkeeper
Lords outSeveral members of eryone who steps on the
shot
the
placed a bril- Tyler Schatz’s sixth shutout the team said the team’s field is considered equal
Pioneers 12-1, the score re- liant ball off of a corner of the season.
recent success and its abil- and is expected to do their
mained 0-0 at the half.
kick that Peter Nolan ’11,
“We came out and ity to continue competing job. People are really step-

“Each game
counts so we really need to bear
down.”

ping up [this season], especially within the [firstyear] class because of the
injuries. All the seniors
on the team are leading us.
They are very vocal and we
are all inspired by the example they give.”
The Lords are now begining the majority of their
North Coast Athletic Conference schedule, as seven
of their next eight adversaries are conference opponents. According to the
team, there is no room for
error. “The next few games
are conference matches,”
Kass said. “We are now 0-1
in conference and we look
to bounce back and even
up our record on Saturday.
Each game counts so we really need to bear down.”
The Lords next hit the
pitch this Saturday, Oct.
2, when they visit Allegheny College for a 3:30 p.m.
game. As Schatz put it, the
team’s motto this season
is: the biggest game of the
season is the next one. The
Lords hope to live up to
that as they continue their
schedule and fight for a
place in the NCAC tournament at season’s end.

Volleyball Climbs to Second in NCAC
Field Hockey Falls to
Division II Foe Bellarmine
Melissa hart
Staff Writer

Kiera Busching
Staff Writer
The Ladies field hockey
team spent this past weekend,
Sept. 25 and 26, on the road, taking on both the Earlham College
Quakers and Bellarmine University Knights in a weekend of
intense play. Over the two games,
the Ladies scored eight goals and
yet another conference win.
The Quakers were the first
to test the Ladies’ skills in Richmond, Ind. Undaunted by this
conference rival and Earlham’s
home field advantage, Liz McBean ’11 broke through the
Quakers’ defense for a quick shot
on goal only three minutes into
play. From that point on, Earlham never stood a chance. Joy
Leaman ’11 and McBean continued to relentlessly pressure the
Quakers’ defense, forcing them
to crack under the Ladies’ intensity. Leaman, assisted by McBean,
put another point on the board
for the Ladies at the 12-minute
mark. The Ladies’ ball movement and cross-field transfers
played out well in the long run,
scoring another two goals in only
ten minutes.
The Ladies had already to-

taled 22 shots on goal and seven
penalty corners by the end of the
first half. The Quakers, unable to
compete with the Ladies’ defense,
had zeros in both categories. The
second half started much like
the first, with the same level of
intensity and zeal the Ladies employed to crush their conference
opponent. Annie Hulkower ’14
added the last point to the scoreboard with her unassisted goal
15 minutes into the half. But
the Ladies’ offensive players were
not the only ones working in this
game — their defensive line shut
down the Quakers’ offense, not
allowing a single shot on goal
throughout the entire game. The
final score of 5-0 proved to both
Earlham and other conference
rivals that the Ladies will be a
force with which to contend this
season.
Another day of traveling
took the Ladies to Louisville, Ky.,
where they went head to head
with the Bellarmine Knights.
Having lost against the Knights
1-4 last season, the Ladies came
back ready to give it their all on
the field. Bellarmine, a DivisionII team, got a quick lead within
the first few minutes of the game,

scoring a surprising three goals in
only 16 minutes.
The Ladies would not go
down without a fight. With only
five minutes left in the half, however, Sarah McNee ’13 clenched
the Ladies’ first goal of the game,
lifting the ball past the Knights’
goalie, putting Kenyon on the
board. McNee’s goal proved to
be just the push that the Ladies
needed as they came into the
second half fired up and goalhungry. Compared to their one
shot on goal in the first half, the
Ladies came out with nine shots
on goal in the next 35 minutes of
play. Leaman’s tenacity on offense
paid off well, scoring twice off of
rebounds in the second half. Despite these two goals, the Knights
sneaked through the Ladies’ defense on a fast break and ended
the game at 4-3 in their favor.
The weekend may have
been bittersweet for this young
team, but it certainly shows that
the Ladies mean business. Their
reputation in the conference, as
a strong competitor, grows with
each game. They enter their conference game against Denison,
with a 4-1 record, on Saturday,
Oct. 2 at Denison at 10:00 a.m.

The Ladies volleyball
team started off conference
play with a solid 3-1 record at
their first North Coast Athletic Conference weekend, one
of two to be played throughout the season, on Saturday
and Sunday at Hiram College,
placing the Ladies second in
the conference currently.
The Ladies played Hiram College first on Saturday,
Sept. 25, and while they fell,
3-0, the Ladies fought hard
in their second match of the
day against the College of
Wooster. Though the Fighting Scots won the first game,
the Ladies rallied to a 3-2 victory overall. Head Volleyball
Coach Katie Charles said the
team had rebounded off the
Hiram game well.
“We had a discussion
after the [Hiram] game,”
Charles said. “The Wooster
match was high-energy. Four
players hit double-digit kills,
which is pretty good.”
On Sunday, Sept. 26, the
Ladies played a hard match
against Oberlin College. The
Ladies won the first game, but
the Yeowomen fought to win

the second game. Undeterred,
however, Kenyon rallied to
victory, winning the following
two games for an overall three
games to one game victory.
Mary Jo Scott ’14 said the
team played well this weekend. “We had a lot of spurts
where we seemed put-together,” Scott said. “It was nice to
see that and know what we are
capable of.”
In the final game of the
weekend against Allegheny College, the Ladies had a
strong finish, winning the first
three games of the match for
a 3-0 victory. The team had a
total of 51 kills for the match,
with Scott, Ana Maricic ’14
and Sierra DeLeon ’14 all in
double figures for kills. The
team also had 62 digs for the
match, with Ciara Sanchez
’12 and Crystal Piras ’12 leading the way.
Charles said she was happy with the way the team has
been working hard and playing. “We’re finding ways to
win, which is what I am most
impressed with,” Charles said.
The Ladies are now 9-8
overall and 3-1 in the NCAC.
This season already marks
the most wins the team has
had in a single season since

2005. This is also the first time
Charles has had a winning record for a season as a coach at
Kenyon.
After the team folded
due to a roster shortage in
2007, Charles took over for
the 2008 season; 13 out of her
15 players were first years. The
Ladies worked throughout
the season but failed to see
success. In the following 2008
season, the Ladies saw improvement in their play. With
more experience, the Ladies
managed to win a few games
and continued to work on
their skills. This season shows
the payoff from the juniors’
hard work, Charles said.
“[Our success] is a testament to how hard the girls are
willing to work,” Charles said.
“They have been willing to
put in the hours and now we
are starting to build on everything we have been doing the
past three years.”
The Ladies next play
Wilmington College today,
Sept. 30 at 7:00 p.m., a game
that both Charles and Scott
are excited for. “It’s going to be
a tough game,” Scott said. “I
think everyone is really excited to play [Wilmington] and
show people what we can do.”

